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Parallax is partitioned into several distinct sections and lasts roughly 17 minutes. At fi st, the strings emit low tones which 
build, swell, and ultimately fade at dierent rates, while the overall sonic texture grows in volume as higher components of the har-
monic series, based on the initial tone, are added. Eventually, the highest partial of the fi st series takes on a second meaning as 
a lower component of a higher fundamental, which generates a new subset of instrumental forces, this time including winds. Af-
ter some time, some of these new pitches are recontextualized in the same way, bringing the third harmonic center of the fi st section. 
In the second section, the piano and winds take on new roles within the ensemble. Firstly, the piano articulates an echoing chord several 
times against a texture of changing string harmonics. e bass clarinet brings a melodic shape to the foreground, punctuated by rhythmic ges-
tures in the timpani, before being joined by the piccolo, ute, oboe, and clarinet in a series of chaotic imitations. During the ensuing cacophony, 
the English horn enters quietly with a sustained pitch, remaining there until the chaos settles before drawing a slowly descending melody which 
passes to the clarinet and then to the bassoon. 
e third segment consists of a drawn-out increase in acoustic and perceptual tension, as dissonances increase and the percussion main-
tain an intense level of activity. Blocks of chordal swells are passed and dovetailed in the strings. Nearing the end of the segment, the winds cas-
cade with quick, falling scales (thematically tied to the repeated cascades in the upper register of the piano), bringing in a recapitulation of the 
opening string material (the fourth section of the piece), though now transposed one sixth-tone higher than the original iteration. Juxtaposed 
against this is a reprisal of the descending melodic fragments from the second segment, again played the English horn, clarinet, and bassoon.
e fi al section consists of a repeating set of sonic walls played by the strings, built upon partials of the harmonic series and transition-
ing between each other in falling motion; as a wall of sound ends, a single component shared with the next series continues to play, providing 
a common thread. As this idea repeats, the duration of each individual block lengthens and the number of blocks increases, allowing the music 
to slowly fall further and further towards its fi al resolution.
eoretical Abstract
Parallax, for orchestra, is directly inspired by my work analyzing the microtonal structures found within Georg Friedrich Haas’ limited 
approximations for 6 pianos (each tuned a twelh-tone apart) and orchestra. In Haas’ work, the orchestra and the pianos are treated fundamen-
tally dierently: where the orchestra represents the pure intervallic-ratios of partials in the harmonic series, the pianos are only able to approxi-
mate these pitches; this combination allows for added expression, where more consonant approximations become cadential and less consonant 
approximations take a transitory function. 
e facilitation of 72-EDO via fi ed detuning of the pianos solves a number orchestrational (and intonational) challenges, both by pro-
viding immediate, precise access to every degree of the octave through the pianos and by providing a frame of reference for the members of the 
orchestra to tune towards the consonance of the harmonic series. However, there are a number of challenges posed as a result, not least of which 
is the issue of practicality: while some orchestras have the ability to procure the necessary pianos (and pianists) and keep them in correct tuning 
for a cycle of rehearsals and concerts, most do not. 
Parallax began as an attempt to solve the challenges to both pitch accuracy and general practicality while also expanding on some of the 
structural possibilities aorded by >12-EDO tuning. To accomplish precise sixth-tone intervals,  each string section (violins I & II, violas, celli, 
and basses) is split into 3-part divisi, using scordatura to allow for tuning all strings a 1/6th-tone higher (+33.3 cents), normal (±0 cents), and a 
1/6th-tone lower (-33.3 cents). In addition, the harp is tuned a 1/6th-tone lower (-33.3 cents). From there, when necessary, the winds and brass 
are instructed to match to specific tring parts to prevent unintentional timbral discoloration. 
e title Parallax hints at the primary theoretical device used within the piece, by referencing a common visual phenomenon (where an 
object is viewed to be in dierent places depending on at what angle it is viewed); sonic walls are created via orchestral additive-synthesis, where 
each voice approximates a corresponding member of the harmonic series but as time progresses, these walls are then mostly deconstructed, 
leaving only few voices which become structural pillars upon which new walls are formed. In this way, as time passes, while the listener’s frame 
of reference moves dramatically, their aural perception moves only in the most subtle manner. (In essence, it is through common-partial mod-
ulation between series where, for example, the 23rd partial of the previous series becomes the 27th partial of the next.) 
Microtonal Notation Guide
Enharmonic Equivalency
As implied in the figu e displayed above, typical conventions of enharmonic equivalency for standard 12-EDO tuning can be applied to 
this 36-EDO system of accidentals. e accidentals featuring an upwards-pointing arrowhead are to be tuned one sixth-tone (approximately 
33 cents) above the same glyph without any arrowhead, and the accidentals featuring a downwards-pointing arrowhead are to be tuned one 
sixth-tone below the same glyph without any arrowhead. In this way, it may be helpful to perceive the sequence by which one would identify 
the pitch-location of a microtonal accidental in the following order: Principal (12-EDO accidental), Microtonal infl ction guided by direction 
of arrowhead. (Th s convention goes against some previous microtonal notation systems in which enharmonic accidentals may not share ar-
rowhead directionality, and it does so in order to t more closely with notational paradigms familiar to musicians who may not have extensive 
experience reading and performing microtonal music.)
For clarity, the numeral “6” appearing next to the accidentals/arrowheads is present to indicate that the amount of deviation from the 
principal accidental equals one sixth-tone, or roughly 33.3 cents; while less useful in pieces where the pitch-resolution is limited to 36-EDO 
(such as this), the numerals are used to help dierentiate between third-tones, quarter-tones, sixth-tones, eighth-tones, and even twelh tones. 
Additionally, it should be noted that I have always omitted the display of third-tones, even when such an enharmonic spelling would be more 
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2 Flutes (2nd doubles Piccolo)
1 Oboe
1 English Horn
1 Clarinet (in A)





















Harp (Tuned 33 cents lower than orchestra’s normal tuning)
Piano
Strings (12†, 12†, 9†, 9†, 6‡):
* Sounds two octaves higher than written pitch
† denotes section to be divided equally into 3 groups.
Group A: Each string of each instrument is to be tuned 33 cents higher than orchestra’s normal tuning (ideally A=442 Hz, though others 
are acceptable)
Group B: Tuned normally
Group C: Each string of each instrument is to be tuned 33 cents lower than normal tuning 
‡ denotes section to be divided equally into 2 groups.
Group A: Tuned normally




















































































































































































sul tasto (retake bow as necessary, as subtly as possible)
n
Slowly  q = 54















































































































con sordino (retake bow as necessary, as subtly as possible)
sul tasto











































































con sordino (retake bow as necessary, as subtly as possible)
π
Score in C Parallax
for Orchestra Alexander Blank










































































































































































































































 ‰ ≈ ..O O
  ‰ Œ 

































































































Œ ‰ . Obb O
O




























































































































































































































































































Œ ‰ e 3
∑e
  ‰ e
























(no change over time)




























∑ ≈ ≈ h .





























































































































 ‰ Œ Ó  ≈ ‰ Œ
∑
∑
 ‰ Œ Ó









































..O O ≈ ‰ 




























..O O ‰ ‰
3
O






















































































..O ≈ Œ Ó

































































































‰ . O ..O


















































































































































































































































  ‰ Œ
O
O























O O ‰ Œ


















































 ‰ Œ Ó

































O ‰ Œ Ó
  ‰ Œ








































una corda Gradually release by end of line. una corda Gradually release by end of line.
‰ eeh ‰ 3










O ‰ Œ Ó
ƒ
p
π (no change over time)
f
( π )
‰ h ≈ ....  Œ3













eh Œ ‰ 3












‰ h ‰  ≈ .... Œ3






























































‰ ‰ eh Œ ‰ .  Œ3


































Ó Œ ≈ ....eh
















































(u.c.) Gradually release by end of line. una corda Gradually release by end of line.
∑
Ó 
Œ ‰ h Œ 3























































Œ ‰ h Œ ≈ ....3
Œ ‰  Œ ≈ ..
3
..O O Ohh > ‰
.O O O> ‰
..O O O> ‰
∑
..O O Obb > ‰



























































(All changes in dynamics are to be 
played subito unless otherwise noted)
U
∑













  e ‰ < < < .e - e -3 5
∑
∑















 . e - Ó
∑
Ó 
Ó r  Œ
∑















































































‰        ‰ e
∑
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑





Ó Œ ‰ h
Ó Œ ‰ 
rOhh O O> ≈ ‰ Ó





























‰ .  Œ Œ ‰ 































































≈     ‰  Ó5
Œ ≈ .... Ó ã




‰ b ≈ .... Ó
∑
Œ ≈ ..Ohh O
Œ ≈ .O O




Œ ≈ ..O O
∑
∑






















































































  ‰ - - - < < < h
3
Œ ‰ e 
∑
Ó ‰ ‰ e 3
∑
Œ ‰  ‰ Ó
3






O> ‰ Œ Ó
O> ‰ Œ Ó
O> ‰ Œ Ó
∑
O> ‰ Œ Ó



































Œ   ‰ Œ ã














































. ≈ Œ Ó
∑
 ‰ ‰ .  Ó 






O> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O
O> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑
O> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑
Ó Œ O





















 ‰ Œ 
∑











Ó ‰ h Œ
Ó ‰  Œ
Ó Obb O





Obb O O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ
O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó











































































Ó Œ ‰ e  
3
∑




.  ≈ ‰

∑
      Œ Ó
∑
Œ ‰ j Ó
O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó



























  ‰ ‰ Ó3
∑
h . . . Œ e < < < ‰ ‰
3 5






Obb O O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ






























Ó e  e ‰ Œ
3
Ó ‰ .    3
 Œ Ó
∑




O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó
Œ O O O˘ ≈ ‰




  ‰ Œ
68







































































  .h   e5
∑
Ó ‰ e  e e  e ‰3 3
∑
∑
‰  Œ Ó
∑
∑
Obb O O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ





O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó


































O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó
Œ O O O˘ ≈ ‰


































O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó















 e   ‰ Œ3







Obb O O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ
O O O˘ ≈ ‰ Œ




















































































O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó
O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó


































O O˘ ≈ ‰ Ó
















(no change over time)
(no change over time)
p Fπ  ‰


























(no change over time)
n
p π P




























(no change over time)























































































 e e rh h  ‰
3
∑

































re h  Je . e  ‰
3
∑
Œ ‰ ‰  Ó3
∑
























(no change over time)































(no change over time)









e     Ó5h h Ó
∑
  ‰ Œ
  ‰ Œ
∑
  ‰ Œ




  ‰ Œ
  ‰ Œ
  ‰ Œ
  ‰ Œ
∑
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Œ bhhe ‰ Œ ‰ ‰
‰ ‰ e . bhb ‰ Ó
3
Œ b ‰ Ó
    





















































































































































































































> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó





































> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó



























   





 > ≈ ‰ Œ
 > ≈ ‰ Œ





























Ó Œ e be
 > ≈ ‰ Œ



































































































    5
bh ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑






 > ≈ ‰ Œ
 > ≈ ‰ Œ
























    5







 > ≈ ‰ Œ





















     3 3
Ó Œ ‰ ≈ bh
∑
Ó











 > ≈ ‰ Œ



















Play figure as fast as possible,





































































 > ≈ ‰ Œ
 > ≈ ‰ Œ

















      7







 > ≈ ‰ Œ





















      7
‰ bh Œ Ó
∑
∑
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó





































> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó









































































       







> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó

















       
æ





> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó














23" Timpani, muted in center
Tuned as tightly as possible











       
∑
       
e e b e b
∑
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó






















        
9
∑











> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó







































































        









> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




















         







> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó





















         5 5e e
      
7
e R h 
5
e e b e b 
e R h 
5
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




































        9e e
      
7
 .e  j .e
 .e  J .e

h







> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
























































































        9e e
       
Œ ‰ .e b 3
∑
∑
e e b e b 







> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
























         5 5e e
       
 .e  jb 5 3
∑
∑





> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó























 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
         5 5
∑




















> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
108














(no change over time)
P
(no change over time)








          
11      
7
≈ .h  Re 5
∑
∑
≈ .e  Re 
5
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó































































































          
11       
   . e 
∑
∑
b e e b e b 
   . e 
e
e


























          
11       
Œ ‰ e Ó 
∑
∑






> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó


















 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




         










































         











































































































          





b e e b e b 
b b
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó

































          
















> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




















          










> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




















 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
          
11        
9
bb ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
bh æbb ≈ ‰ Œ Ó












> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
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           
3 3 3 3        
9
J


































           
3 3 3 3         
5 5
Ó  ‰ Œ
bh æ Ó
∑
Ó j ‰ Œ
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó




> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó


























          
11         
5 5
‰  Œ  
Œ ..bh æ
∑
‰  Œ  
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> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó

> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
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> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
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b e b e e b e b e
 
> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó











> ≈ ‰ Œ Ó















 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑
∑
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
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. > ≈ ‰













































































































gradually diminuendo starting and ending dynamics, preserving contour 
gradually diminuendo starting and ending dynamics, preserving contour 
gradually diminuendo starting and ending dynamics, preserving contour 
gradually diminuendo starting and ending dynamics, preserving contour 
Œ   b  b  b  . ≈ ‰  e b e b e b 









 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
            
13          
11
∑
be       
∑
b e b e e b e b e e b






















































 b ≈ ‰   b  b  b  e b . ‰  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b . ‰   b  e b e b  e b  ‰
 b  b   b  b . ≈ ‰ e b e b  e b e b  ≈ ‰
∑
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13          
11
∑
be       
∑




















































 b  b ‰   b  b  b  e b e b . ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b . ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b . ‰ e b e b  e b e b e b  ‰
∑
 e ≈ ‰ b  b   b  b   b . ‰  e b  e b e b
∑







 ‰ Œ Ó
 ‰ Œ Ó
∑
he ‰ Œ Ó
∑
∑
















 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó






































































































gradually diminuendo starting and ending dynamics, preserving contour 
 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b   b ≈
∑
 e b  ‰ b  b   b  b  e b  b . ≈  e b  e b e b
∑















































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑














































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑


















































































































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑














































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑
  b  b  b   b  b   ≈  e b e b e b  e b e b   ≈
∑
  ≈ ‰ Ó
∑
 Œ Ó
O O ≈ ‰ Ó
  ≈ ‰ Ó
Oh O ≈ ‰ Ó
  ≈ ‰ Ó
O O ≈ ‰ Ó
  ≈ ‰ Ó
∑
O O ≈ ‰ Ó
  ≈ ‰ Ó
∑
∑
O O ≈ ‰ Ó



























 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑
  b  b  b   b  b   ≈  e b e b e b  e b e b   ≈
∑
∑






















































































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
∑
  b  b  b   b  b   ≈  e b e b e b  e b e b   ≈
∑





































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
≈ .- < < <   ≈ 3























sul tasto (retake bow as necessary, as subtly as possible)





(All changes in dynamics are to be 
played subito unless otherwise noted)
 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  ≈
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
 < < - -   e ‰3



























































































 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   ≈  e b e b e b 
b  b   b  b   b  b  ≈   b  e b e b  e b e b  b 
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b ≈
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
< < < .e - e -  . e -3 5





















sul tasto (retake bow as necessary, as subtly as possible)
π
π
P p F P
P
π
 b  b   ≈   b  b  b  e b e b   b  b  b  . ≈
 b  ‰ .h .
 b  b   b  b  b   b ≈ e b e b  e b e b e b  e b .
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
Ó ‰      






























  b  b  b   b  b   b  b  b  . ≈  e b e b e b 
∑
 e b  b  ≈ b  b   b  b  e b e b  ≈  e b  e b e b
 ‰ e   e ‰
























































































 b  b   b  b  b   b  b   ≈ ‰ Œ
Ó 
 e b  b  ≈
  b  b  b   b  b   b  b  b  b  b
e  e  e e  e  h
3
3 3




























  b  b  b   ≈ ‰ h 
.  ≈ ‰
 b   b  b   b  b  b   b  b   b  b  b   b  b 
























If unable to play given multiphonic at given dynamic, it may be 
substituted with a softer multiphonic, preferably incorporating 





 ‰ Œ 
h 
h e  ‰ -
3
e . ≈ ‰ .






























































































 ‰ ≈ ..O O
O
Ó ‰ ‰ O O
3
O




















  ‰ ‰ Ó
3
h 












O ‰ Œ Ó























































































































































































 e   ‰ Œ
3







































































































































































































































































































































..O O ≈ ‰




































































J .h R e 
5
∑







..O O ‰ ‰
3
O















































.  ≈ ‰
∑
 , ‰ Œ Ó
∑
Œ ‰ .e b 
3
∑










































































































O O ‰ Œ
∑





























































































































































































































b b h h
hh           


































































































































b b h h
hh           


























































































































h   
∑
hh                   
























































































































Œ .h .hh   
∑
b b h h
hh                      




















































  ‰ Œ
h         5 5
h hh    
5
∑
hh                        






































h          11
h hh     
3 3
∑
hh                         
































Ó Œ ‰ h
Ó Œ ‰ h
Œ .h
h         5 5
h hh      
7
∑









































































































































































































































































h        9



































h       





















≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó

≈ ‰ Œ ÓR

≈ ‰ Œ ÓR
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
hh ≈ ‰ Œ Óh ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
∑
bhh b ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
hh ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
hh ≈ ‰ Œ hh ‰ hh
3
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
O ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
 ≈ ‰ Œ Ó
180

























































≈ ...hhe hh Œ Ó
≈









































































































































































































Œ ≈ ...hhe Ó
‰ hh ≈ ...hhh Ó
3
∑
Œ ≈ . 
∑
∑
Œ ≈ .h 
∑
∑
Œ ≈ .h 
∑
∑



















Ó . Œ 
Ó . Œ
Ó . Œ 










































Ó Œ ‰ h
Ó ≈ .e 
Ó ≈ .h 
















Ó ≈ ...hhe Œ
hh ‰ hh ≈ ...hh Œ
3
∑
Ó ≈ . 
Ó ≈ . 
∑
∑
Ó ≈ .h 




Ó ≈ .h 
Ó ≈ .h 
∑
∑





































































































































































































Œ ‰ h h  
∑
































































































h    5
be æbe æ
∑












































Ó Œ ‰ h
h     3 3
be æbe æ
∑






































































































































h     3 3
be æbe æ
∑








































h     3 3
be æbe æ
∑








































h     3 3
be æbe æ
∑









































h   Ó3
be æ Óbe æ
∑



























































































































































































h      7
bh æbh æ
∑
























































































h      7
bh æbh æ
∑










































h      7
bh æbh æ
∑











































h    Œ Œ Œ7
bh æ Óbh æ
∑



















































































































































Œ e     
Œ ..bh æ..bh æ
∑




























































































       
bh æbh æ
∑












































       
bh æbh æ
∑















































Ó b ‰ Œ
Œ     
















































Œ ‰ h h h h h


















































































































































































h    5




















































































h    5







































h    5


































































































































h    5







































h    5







































h   Œ Œ5
















































































































































































h     3 3





















































































h     3 3











































h     3 3











































h     3 3












































h   Ó3
















































































































































Œ e     




























































































e       













































e       













































e       
































































































































































































































































































































‰     



























Ó b ‰ Œ
Œ     



























Ó  h j Œ
Œ ‰ h h h h h



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(match intonation with double-bass group A)
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

O
O
O
O

260

∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
261
∑
U
59
Parallax
